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1. INTRODUCTION 

The devastation caused by the decades-long conflict since the late 1970s has severely 

limited Afghanistan’s capacity to provide energy through the conventional grid system 

which, at any rate, at no point in time extended to cover the whole country. Currently 

an estimated 16% of the population concentrated in urban centers has access to power 

from a grid system which offers poor quality and intermittent service.1 The power sector 

suffers from a general shortage of expertise, unavailability of spare parts, and aging 

and inadequately maintained equipment. Most of the equipment in use is old, dilapi-

dated, and failing (World Bank 2005:83-86). But, the country is also reported as possi-

bly having natural gas reserves of over 120 billion cubic meters2 and coal of over 125 

million tons. In addition, due to the mountainous terrain there are numerous possibili-

ties for developing a viable hydroelectricity generation system.3 

Despite this potential, Afghanistan has one of the lowest rates of per capita energy con-

sumption in the world with fuelwood accounting for 75% of the total supply (ADB 

2005:3). The low level of energy consumption is testament to an economy functioning 

at suboptimal levels while reliance on fuelwood will have serious medium- to long-term 

consequences as the current level of harvesting is ecologically unsustainable and fast 

depleting Afghanistan’s already scarce landcover and woodlands. There are already se-

vere manifestations of ecological damage in terms of deforestation, soil loss, loss of ab-

sorptive capacity for precipitation, flash floods, and desertification while general anxiety 

exists among various segments of the population about recurring winter fuel shortages 

in major urban centers such as Kabul.4 

The historically underdeveloped and largely damaged energy system in Afghanistan has 

been a major concern for the Government of Afghanistan and the international commu-

nity engaged in the post-2001 reconstruction efforts. In early 2002 a number of donors 

provided emergency financing to address some of the critical issues  in the power sec-

1  Based on the National Risk and Vulnerability Assessment (CSO 2005) and the World Bank’s 
(2006) Kabul Household Survey on Energy and Water. 
2  The Ministry of Mines uses the figure 60 billion cubic tons for confirmed resources. 
3  ADB (2003). “Energy Sector Review and Gas Development Master Plan”, TAR: AFG 36289, avail-
able at: http://www.adb.org/Projects/project.asp?id=36289, accessed August 21, 2006. These 
estimates are based on limited exploration activity carried out in Afghanistan by the Soviet Union 
in a very short period of time. Soviet exploration of coal literally only scratched the surface and it 
is likely that there are substantially high reserves around areas already identified as having coal. 
4  According to the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, Afghanistan has lost 
over one third of its forest and wooded lands since 1990. For more information, see https://
www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook/print/af.html and http://www.fao.org/forestry/site/
countryinfo/en/ accessed March 21, 2007. 
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tor. Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufban5 of Germany was the first donor to undertake reha-

bilitation of parts of the distribution network, a key substation in Kabul, and the Mahipar 

and Sarobi hydropower plants. The World Bank’s Emergency Infrastructure Reconstruc-

tion Project, approved in April 2002, financed the re-commissioning of the 45 megawatt 

Kabul northwest power plant which had been inactive for 14 years. Also in 2002 the Af-

ghanistan Energy Assistance Program (AEAP) 6 was set up and funded by the United 

States Agency for International Development (USAID) to address the critical shortage of 

energy in Afghanistan. AEAP works closely with the Government of Afghanistan and in-

ternational donors such as the World Bank, the Asian Development Bank, the Govern-

ment of Japan, and the Government of India to repair and expand Afghanistan’s energy 

system. In addition to providing assistance to build physical structures for power gen-

eration and distribution, the AEAP has also been supplying parts, fuel (mainly diesel, 

with a cost of approximately $40 million per year), and technical assistance to repair, 

run, and maintain power generating and distribution facilities. However, the Govern-

ment and the international donors are fully aware that sooner rather than later the in-

ternational donor community will want to engage in discussions about “exit strategies” 

since the current arrangements are politically unsustainable and financially unviable. All 

parties agree that in the long run Afghanistan has to achieve a much higher degree of 

self-reliance for its energy and other service needs than is currently evident. 

A systemic analysis of energy needs in Afghanistan has to be couched in Afghanistan’s 

political economy, a key feature of which is the Interim Afghanistan National Develop-

ment Strategy (I-ANDS). I-ANDS (2005) outlines the country’s strategic priorities and 

describes the mechanisms for meeting the Government’s goal of addressing security, 

governance, economic growth, and poverty issues. In addition to a wide array of admin-

istrative state-sponsored measures to overhaul and modernize Afghanistan’s political 

and economic systems, the Government is also promoting a number of key measures to 

transform an economy which is vibrant yet highly informal. A higher degree of formal-

ization in economic activity is seen as a necessary condition for the emergence of a 

more stable political system. 

Through I-ANDS the Government articulates an economic and social development strat-

egy which “aims to achieve pro-poor, private sector-led growth” (I-ANDS 2005:73). To 

create conditions conducive to economic growth, the Government has committed to in-

crease capacity in physical infrastructure (electricity, roads, and water) while introduc-

5  The Reconstruction Credit Institute, formed in West Germany after World War II as part of the 
Marshall Plan. 
6  For more information on AEAP see http://www.afghanenergyinformationcenter.org/
aboutus.html, accessed on March 10, 2007. 
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ing legislation and taking firm steps to formalize significant segments of the economy 

through a program of privatization. Also, to meet Afghanistan’s Millennium Development 

Goals, the Government has identified “the environment” as a cross-cutting issue and 

one to be taken account of in all manner of policymaking, particularly policies on natural 

resource use and physical reconstruction efforts. In I-ANDS (2005:108) commitment is 

made to protect the environmental integrity of Afghanistan and to support sustainable 

development of natural resources through active participation by communities and the 

private sector to achieve economic growth supportive of peace-building, security, and 

equity. 

The Government’s vision and strategy for revitalizing the economy, while keeping to an 

environmentally sustainable development path, has a number of significant implications 

for reconstruction efforts in general and for the provision of basic services such as elec-

tricity in particular. Key to the success of the revitalization strategy will be the ability to 

secure reliable energy sources based, preferably, on the country’s vast mineral re-

sources such as coal and natural gas. 

The next section provides an overview of the regulatory and institutional framework for 

policymaking on energy and mineral resources extraction. Section 3 focuses on the cur-

rent institutional arrangements governing energy provision based on official documents 

and interviews with key informants carried out for this research to underline some of 

the key challenges. In keeping with the Government’s commitment to an integrated ap-

proach to policymaking and economic development, Section 4 examines the basis for an 

integrated energy policy and some of the challenges and opportunities. The final section 

highlights a series of factors to be considered in integrated energy policymaking in re-

construction efforts. 
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2. REGULATORY AND INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK 

Lighting up Kabul and other major cities and developing innovative ways for the electri-

fication of rural areas have turned out to be difficult challenges for the Government of 

Afghanistan and the international donors. The donors and the Government have had to 

balance addressing some of the most immediate needs of the country and laying the 

foundations for a fully functioning economy.7 All parties recognize that energy does not 

come from a void and that it needs to be found and utilized. Utilization in a fully func-

tioning economy consists of generation, distribution, and cost recovery components. 

Each of these components is a formidable task for any government, particularly one 

faced with serious capacity problems and contentions about its legitimacy by various 

groupings within its national jurisdiction. 

Since 2001, the priority for the Government and the international donors has been to 

establish order and revitalize the Afghan economy. There have been high hopes for 

commercializing the country’s vast and underexplored mineral wealth including oil and 

natural gas (see Box 1). To date, reconstruction efforts in the energy sector have fo-

cused on importing power from Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, and Turkmenistan through newly 

constructed power lines, repairing turbines, and importing subsidized diesel to power a 

number of large generators and turbines in urban centers, particularly in Kabul. It is 

reasonably clear that none of these sources can be relied upon to supply electricity on 

an ongoing and uninterrupted basis for a variety of reasons. Tajikistan and, to a lesser 

extent, Uzbekistan have had insufficient hydro power to export in winter months due to 

a drop in water levels. The two countries have also been hesitant in signing contracts 

with the Government of Afghanistan for periods longer than one year.8 Due to high 

costs, powering generators through subsidized imports of liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) 

and diesel is also not a sustainable option in the long-term. Generating electricity from 

burning coal in coal-fired power stations, though very likely feasible given the number 

of potentially suitable deposits in the country, has not been sufficiently prioritized.9 

 7  To date attempts to meet basic needs such as the provision of clean potable water and electric-
ity or surfaced roads in rural and urban areas has been riddled with problems due to widespread 
and institutionalized corruption and contracting arrangements that allow unlimited subcontracting 
and render accountability and control by government and donor bodies difficult (Pers. Comm. 
2006a, 2007a). 
8  There are signs that this situation is changing, however. Agreements have been made and are 
being negotiated with Tajikistan and Iran for electricity transmission, with Iran on cooperation to 
install thermal turbines, and with Kazakhstan, Pakistan, and Tajikistan to build high capacity 
transmission lines (ANDS 2005:17). 
9  This situation may be changing since the issuance of a Presidential Decree (Number 14) in early 
2007 to build two coal-fired power stations for Kabul. However, a substantial amount of technical 
work in terms of exploration, mine planning, and coal transportation may be required to demon-
strate the commercial viability of such a proposal (John SanFilipo, USGS, Pers. Comm, April 2007) 
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Prioritizing coal as a key mineral to be developed in reconstruction efforts has the po-

tential to remove uncertainties about electricity needs while laying the foundation for 

the development of a key industrial sector with a solid domestic market. More impor-

tantly, commercialization and expansion of coalmining can be used as an additional test 

case for the development of the regulatory framework to govern the extraction of other 

minerals. 10 

The emergence of an industrial sector in Afghanistan is contingent on how the country 

manages to tap into its own energy and non-energy mineral resources as a major part 

of the reconstruction process. Recognizing this, the Government has taken a series of 

steps to formalize mineral extraction. These include Article 9 of the Constitution and Ar-

ticle 6 of the Environment Act. Mines and sub-soil resources are declared as the proper-

ties of the State which is charged with the responsibility to regulate, protect and govern 

the use, management, and mode of utilization of these public properties. In addition, 

Article 10 of the Constitution commits the Government firmly and explicitly to a private 

sector-led growth strategy (World Bank 2005, ANDS 2005). A key component of this 

strategy, implemented through the Ministry of Mines, is to create an enabling environ-

ment conducive to increased capacity in the private sector to develop the country’s 

abundant mineral resources including hydrocarbons. The passing of the Hydrocarbons 

Law and the Minerals Law have set the stage for a series of regulations aimed at open-

ing up the mining sector to private investment. To date the Ministry has awarded a 

number of mine licenses and quarry authorizations and sold off state-owned coal mines 

such as Karkar to private interests. The Ministry has also been in negotiations with in-

ternational interests over rights to develop the large Aynak copper deposits. 

The formalization and expansion of economic activity centered on mineral resources de-

velopment are expected to generate tax revenues, additional employment, and ulti-

mately sustained economic growth. To this end the World Bank (2004:2-3) identifies 

the main obstacles to a private-sector led development of the mining sector in Afghani-

stan as: 

 Regulatory and fiscal deficiencies 
 Institutional deficiencies: inadequate division of labor among various State agen-

cies; no system exists to administer titles and audit production; the State is regula-
tor and operator 

 Inadequate / insufficient central government control: unchecked power of local 
strongmen and warlords 

 Inadequate infrastructure: roads, energy and water systems 
 Skilled labor shortage 

10  The regulatory preparation for the development of Aynak copper mine covered many of the 
issues surrounding mineral extraction though not definitively or conclusively. 
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 Capital markets: Locally there are inadequate sources and insufficient funds, inter-
nationally there are risk issues in obtaining investment capital 

 Land mines: Movement around mineral producing and prospective areas is limited 
due to numerous land mines and unexploded ordinance 

To overcome these barriers, the World Bank (2004:5) and the Government of Afghani-

stan (ANDS 2005:135) propose the following key components for a mining strategy: 

 Creation of a modern legal and regulatory framework 
 Adoption of an internationally competitive fiscal and mining taxation package 
 Re-conceptualization of the Government’s role so that the state becomes the sover-

eign with hegemony over non-renewable mineral resources throughout the country 
while acting as the enabler, facilitator, and regulatory catalyst for the development 
of the sector 

 Strengthening of the institutions responsible for management of mineral resources 
 Filling information gaps with new geoscience programs (by rebuilding Afghanistan 

Geological Survey) 
 Strengthening human capabilities in terms of skills base and public administration 
 Regularize and maintain existing production 
 Institute and maintain environmental and social safeguards 

As part of its strategy to address the country’s energy needs, the Government has com-

mitted to the following objectives by the end of 1389 (20 March 2010): 

 Electricity will reach at least 65% of households in major urban areas and at least 
90% of non-residential establishments in major urban areas, 

 At least 25% of households in rural areas will have access to electricity 
 At least 75% of the costs will be recovered from users connected to the national 

power grid 
 A strategy for the development and the use of renewable energies will be developed 

by the end of 2007 

Re-instituting a largely formal, stable, and prosperous economy in the long-run is con-

tingent on taking these steps. Everyone admits that the objectives by the World Bank, 

ANDS, and the Government of Afghanistan are a tall order for any government much 

less a government that continues to struggle for legitimacy and is as yet to address the 

most basic needs of its citizens adequately. Given the track record in meeting similarly 

ambitious targets in other arenas, it is unlikely that these targets will be met, however. 

In proposing ways to tackle Afghanistan’s energy problems, the World Bank and the 

Government have placed much emphasis on reorganizing the existing institutional ar-

rangements governing energy provision. The proposed changes are aimed at increasing 

institutional autonomy, commercial orientation, and “corporatization” of Da Afghanistan 

Breshna Moassesa (DABM) which, reportedly, has neither the governance structure nor 

the physical and financial resources to increase capacity and maintain reliable, continu-

ous service (World Bank 2005). Corporatization refers to adopting modern organiza-

tional management structures for DABM to increase accountability, transparency, effi-

ciency, and effectiveness. Corporatization of DABM will entail institutional separation of 
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the entity from the Ministry of Water and Energy through becoming an independent le-

gal entity with independent management and own Board of Directors. There is, how-

ever, also talk of “commercialization” and privatization of at least parts of DABM. 

DABM is the largest of five enterprises set up under the 1980 Enterprises Act to oversee 

the generation, transmission, and distribution of electrical power throughout Afghani-

stan. All five Enterprises are closely controlled by the Ministry of Energy and Water and 

employ a total of over 6,500. The other four enterprises are Spinghar Construction Unit 

(385 employees, in charge of civil works for the sector), Power Construction Unit (420 

employees, in charge of building transmission and distribution lines and substations), 

Water and Power Engineering Consultancy Authority (182 employees, in charge of de-

sign of new generation, transmission, and distribution projects), and Jadid Energy En-

terprise (149 employees, responsible for activities relating to renewable energy).  DABM 

employs 5,421 people, including around 450 technical staff. Currently, DABM and the 

other state energy enterprises are understaffed in technical areas (but over staffed in 

other areas) and said to lack institutional and management capacity to meet operational 

demand.11 

The Summary Notes of Issues Discussed at the pre CG Meetings (WGs) (January 2007 – 

March 2007) distributed to the Consultative Group meeting held on April 4, 2007, calls 

for the privatization of DABM (Page 4). During the discussions it was clearly stated that 

the most recent intention of the Government for DABM is to commercialize or privatize 

it by selling off some of its service delivery capacity to private operators. Similarly, the 

draft Power Sector Strategy by the Ministry of Energy and Water reports that 

[DABM] is waiting for the approval of by-laws authorizing its liquidation. This 

will enable it to expeditiously move towards its planned ‘corporatization’. 

….The privatization of the DABM is a major step towards cost recovery and 

long term sustainability of the power sector. … The Government ….will pro-

ceed to incorporate commercial elements into DABM in order to promote sus-

tainability and quality of power supplies at affordable prices” (MEW 2007, 

pages 7 and 20). 

Some within DABM view these projections with skepticism and as detrimental to the in-

stitutional capacity of the energy sector.12 Also, it is difficult to envisage private pur-

11  See Asian Development Bank, available at: http://www.adb.org/Documents/
PIDs/40622012.asp , accessed January 28, 2007 and World Bank (2005), “Chapter 3. Power Sec-
tor”. 
12  Interview with DABM official, January 16, 2007. 
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chases of rights to manage any part of DABM any time soon, given the current across-

the-board sub-optimal performance of the entity and the extent of repairs and infra-

structure development needed in the energy sector. 

It is not possible to establish, precisely, what will be the final outcome of the changes 

that the energy sector is currently undergoing. There are continual allocations and real-

locations of responsibility among ministries which play a role in the energy arena. The 

most recent development is the formation of the Inter-ministerial Committee on Energy 

(ICE) in attempts to increase cooperation among the Ministry of Water and Energy, Min-

istry of Economy, Ministry of Finance, and the Ministry of Commerce and Industries on 

energy matters.13 Planning is at best difficult under these circumstances and the conse-

quences are abundantly evident in large population centers such as Kabul (see Box 3). 

Moves toward corporatization, commercialization, and privatization have had a detri-

mental role by effectively putting on hold maintenance and modernization programs in 

state-owned industries since ownership and/or control of these industries has been on 

the verge of changing hands from the State to other operators. Also, in the short-term, 

the privatization and corporatization programs may have an adverse effect on service 

delivery capacity due to a demoralized workforce fearing job losses. By the same token, 

it is likely that the efficiency and motivation of the remaining workforce will increase in 

response to organizational improvements and incentive packages introduced to retain 

qualified personnel. The larger portion of the most qualified staff in the Power Construc-

tion Unit, for example, are said to have moved on to higher paying jobs elsewhere 

(World Bank 2005a:56). The net outcome of these developments could not be estab-

lished at the time of writing (mid 2007). 

The degree of success in implementing corporatizaton and/or privatization of energy 

provision will depend on how well the current and other yet-to-be-defined plans at 

structural reform resonate with the pre-existing conditions within the Afghan socio-

economy. In operational terms this means that institutional reform in the minerals sec-

tor (including fossil fuel extraction) will need to be intimately tied to how best to achieve 

tangible results, rather than a race against time to create a private sector-dominated 

economy at all costs. The privatization strategy has focused on selling off as much of 

the state-owned industries as possible with the hope that a strengthened private sector 

will eventually provide some of the services that are simply too uneconomical (due to 

13  A frustrated DABM official commented, “We don’t need more committees and commissions. 
There’s work to be done and we know it. We just have to get on with it”. (Pers. Comm. 2007b). 
14  For a critical analysis of the Government’s privatization strategy, see AREU Briefing Paper 
(2006), “Putting the Cart Before the Horse? Privatization and Economic Reform in Afghanistan”. 
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lack of funds and expertise) for the Government to provide.14 However, with some ex-

ceptions, the causal relationship between higher degrees of private sector involvement 

in service provision (including energy) and increased capacity to deliver services re-

mains to be firmly established.15 

To simultaneously address Afghanistan’s pressing energy needs, and to keep to the 

spirit of the vision for Afghanistan’s future as articulated in ANDS, a more nuanced ap-

proach to energy policymaking needs to be adopted. Some of the key elements of such 

an approach are discussed in the next section. 

15  Public health provision is notable as a successful experiment in private-public partnership 
in service provision. See, for additional detail, “Does the health sector have what it takes to en-
sure the long-term wellbeing of Afghans?” AREU Briefing Paper, forthcoming. 
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3. INTEGRATED APPROACH TO ENERGY PROVISION 

A long-term strategic vision for energy provision consistent with the spirit of ANDS must 

address economic, environmental, and social concerns based on a full account of actual 

and potential sources of energy, the security of the supplies, and infrastructure needs. 

For Afghanistan, an energy strategy cognizant of its geographical, socio-economic, and 

political realities and capable of meeting household and industrial energy demands will 

need to have three key components. First, the State needs to initiate macro and micro 

infrastructure programs to create a formal domestic energy market to meet short-term 

demand through increased production in coal and possibly natural gas (see Box 1). 

Such initiatives will more than likely have to be funded by the Government and its do-

nors in the early stages. Because of the high unmet demand, such programs are likely 

to pay economic, social, and political dividends and lay the foundation for future privati-

zation: a stable, state-assisted (with significant direct Government funding) energy sup-

ply system will minimize perceived and actual investment risks. Regular household and 

industrial needs assessment surveys will need to be carried out to gauge this demand 

as accurately as possible and monitor it on an ongoing basis. 

Box 1. Coal, Oil, and Natural Gas in Afghanistan 

Coal: In Afghanistan coal has had a history of use in cooking, heating, and manu-
facturing activity (textiles, sugar, bread, brick making, and cement). The country 
has an estimated over 125 million tons of coal, located mainly in the area be-
tween Herat and Badakhshan. The known deposits are in the Herat, Samangan, 
Bamiyan, and Baghlan provinces. To operate a 100 MW coal-fired power plant 
over a period of 25 to 30 years, a recoverable reserve of at least 8 to 10 million 
tons must be available.16 While some mines, e.g., Shabashak, has adequate re-
serves to supply a coal-fired power plant, trade-offs would need to be made be-
tween the production of energy for general consumption versus energy for other 
industrial use such as mechanized mining of other valuable minerals. In either 
case, building infrastructure to utilize energy from coal would require continuous 
access to water. Given the dry summer months, continuous operation of a con-
ventional coal-fired power plant would require building water reservoirs to ensure 
a steady supply of water. 

 Coal is currently being produced from small mine operations which, since the late 
1980s, have been suffering from chronic under-funding and operational ineffi-
ciency due to neglect (World Bank 2004:70). A significant portion of the coal 
mined in Afghanistan and offered for sale around population centers such as Ka-
bul comes from artisanal and informal mining activity. The current levels of au-
thorized coal production are a fraction of their peak during the 1980s (30,000 
compared to 250,000 tons per year). A number of coalmines are located along 
transportation routes and near end-use markets or within trucking distance to 

16  Generally, the decision by a company to commence extraction is based on knowledge of exist-
ing reserves amounting to twice as much as the company expects to extract. 
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larger population centers such as Kabul. The roads, however, are in need of sig-
nificant upgrading and repair to support coal haulage. Given the pre-existing in-
frastructure and geography of coal production and the ever present demand for 
domestic and industrial fuel, it is fundamental that the energy strategy focuses on 
increasing capacity in coal production through injection of capital to revive the 
industry. Restoring the production to the 1980s’ peak requires a relatively low 
capital outlay. According to the World Bank (2004) an immediate investment of 
$5 million and an additional investment of $4 million over three years will be 
needed to increase coal production to about 190,000 tons per year. It has to be 
noted, however, that the mining conditions for coal extraction in parts of Afghani-
stan are unsuitable for large scale bulk tonnage mining systems. Very little of the 
known reserves will be available for open-pit mining while capital intensive, so-
phisticated mechanization systems will be required to develop the underground 
reserves. 

Oil: In the period from the 1960s to the end the 1980s, intensive exploration in 
search of oil (and natural gas) was undertaken in Afghanistan with significant as-
sistance from the Soviet Union. Afghanistan is thought to have up to 100 million 
barrels of medium gravity oil in the Angot and other fields which largely remain to 
be developed. The production of oil, halted after Soviet withdrawal, was resumed 
in the early 1990s under the control of the local strongmen and militias. Cur-
rently, petroleum products such as diesel, gasoline, and jet fuel are imported into 
Afghanistan from Pakistan, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, and Iran. 

Natural gas: The total volume of natural gas reserves in northern Afghanistan is 
estimated at about 15.7 trillion cubic feet.17 The gas fields of Khowaja Gogerdak, 
Djarquduk, and Yatimtaq were developed around Sheberghan near Mazar-e-
Sharif in the north. By 1978 Afghanistan’s production of natural gas peaked at 
385 million cubic feet per day.18 Of this total between 70% and 90% was ex-
ported to the Soviet Union via Uzbekistan. The gas fields were shut in after the 
Soviet Union formally left Afghanistan. The capping of the gas wells was due to 
the departure of the technical personnel, provided by the Soviet Union until 1989, 
and a loss of market in the central Asian republics because of increases in the 
production capacities of the republics. The dissolution of the Soviet Union was fol-
lowed by several former Soviet republics including Uzbekistan demanding bilateral 
arrangements with Afghanistan over natural gas distribution rights. Failure to 
reach individual agreements and internal strife in Afghanistan resulted in stalled 
negotiations. In 1999 a distribution pipeline to Mazar-i-Sharif was completed to 
supply natural gas for power and fertilizer plants. Rehabilitation of existing gas 
production infrastructure and drilling around 7 to 10 new wells to meet current 
demand will require approximately $30 million (Hill International 2005). 

Second, the current focus on drawing multi-national private sector interests to invest in 

Afghanistan’s mineral resources should place particular emphasis on further developing 

17  It has to be noted that this volume is not specified as proven, proven and probable, or 
proven / probable / possible. As far as certainty about the existence and volume of natural gas 
reserves, “proven” is the most certain category as compared to “proven / probable / possible” as 
the most uncertain and, by some accounts, not very useful as an indicator. The Associated Press 
report is available at: http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?f=/n/a/2006/03/14/national/
w142914S66.DTL (accessed on March 10, 2007). A more conservative estimate is perhaps the 
Asian Development Bank’s 120 billion cubic meters (see Note 6). For USGS estimates see http://
pubs.usgs.gov/fs/2006/3031/. 
18  This figure is according to Energy Information Administration (US) and accurate based on esti-
mates as of June 2004 and available at: http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/cabs/afghan.html , ac-
cessed January 21, 2007. 
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the fossil fuel (coal and natural gas) resources for commercial purposes. Traditionally, 

households and industry have used and continue to use coal for heating. The usage 

level has fallen in recent years due to unreliable supplies and the consequent switching 

by users to other energy sources. Coal will need to be promoted as a reliable and eco-

nomical energy source for households and industry. This may be accomplished through 

a combination of marketing by coal suppliers and government incentive packages to en-

courage coal stockpiling and retrofitting energy systems for compatibility with coal use. 

Re-instituting coal as a main fuel can be done at various scales from briquetting the coal 

for household and small industrial use to larger-scale industrial applications including 

the building of coal-fired electricity generation stations. Efforts to resume natural gas 

production for industrial use also need to be intensified. 

Third, energy policymaking will need to make provisions for investigating and investing 

in energy from renewable sources such as the sun, wind, water (hydro), and waste 

(through incineration, landfill gas capturing, and animal waste case capturing). Afghani-

stan is endowed with numerous sources for renewable energy generation: on average 

there are around 300 sunny days per year, providing ample supplies for capture 

through technologies such as solar tiles; there are numerous sites around the country 

with sufficient wind power to generate energy economically; in less arid areas of the 

north and the north east there are numerous year-round rivers and streams suitable for 

micro hydro power generation.19 There is also an argument to be made for capturing 

runoffs for storage to supply drinking and irrigation water and generate hydropower, 

although building large scale dams is costly and a potential target for anti-government 

elements. 

 Box 2. Alternative Energy in Afghanistan 

In its list of “Priority Reforms”, the Power Sector Strategy (MEW 2007:21) envis-
ages the “the installation and operation of alternative energy sources (solar and 
win installations), with subsidies in the short and medium terms”. A summary of 
initiatives by the donors, the government, and the private sector is provided be-
low. Also, attention is drawn to other potential sources for alternative energy. 

Solar, Wind, and Micro Hydro Energy: Renewable solar and wind energy have 
been considered in the recent discussions on power generation. In 2003 the Gov-
ernment of Afghanistan asked the Asian Development Bank for technical assis-
tance to develop renewable energy sources as part of the Government’s strategy 
reduce poverty in remote areas. In early 2005 Asian Development Bank approved 
a technical assistance grant for $750,000 US to help develop solar energy tech-
nologies in isolated rural areas of Afghanistan. Solar energy is being considered 
for powering pumps to draw well water for domestic, agricultural, and industrial 

19  It has to be pointed out that the capacity to generate hydro power was reduced drastically dur-
ing the recent drought in most of Afghanistan. Also, renewable energy generation remains far 
more expensive than the conventional sources. But, more widespread use of renewable energy is 
likely to lead to economies of scope. 
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With most of the population living in rural areas, power supply through central genera-

tion and distribution using power grid systems would be uneconomical. Micro, commu-

nity-managed energy generation projects are far better suited for the mainly rural 

population of Afghanistan. Building a power sector anew, such as required in Afghani-

stan, offers a great potential for innovation to move away from conventional thinking 

use. Solar energy could also provide lighting and heating for homes and commu-
nal buildings such as hospitals and schools. The technical assistance is to provide 
photovoltaic panels for homes from 10 rural communities. Modeled after a very 
successful experiment in rural India, 10 people from different ethnic communities 
are to be trained as “barefoot solar engineers” who will, in turn, train 10 addi-
tional persons in installing and maintaining solar systems. Another rural solar en-
ergy project has been initiated by Norwegian Church Aid in partnership with the 
Barefoot College, Tilonia (India). There has been some development in wind en-
ergy with pilot projects under way in a number of villages in the Parwan, War-
dak, and Kapisa provinces, for example. There are numerous other potential sites 
for wind turbines in the Amu Darya Basin due to the presence of consistent pre-
vailing wind. There have been a number of successful micro hydro programs in 
the north and north east of Afghanistan as part of the National Solidarity Pro-
gram goal of community empowerment and in collaboration with such interna-
tional agencies as ACTED and the Aga Khan Foundation. 

 Energy from Municipal Waste: Apart from periodical street cleanups there are no 
municipal services for household waste collection in major metropolitan centers 
such as Kabul. There are also no structures in place to dispose of the collected 
street waste systematically. Mixed dry and wet waste from households and in-
dustrial activity is discarded on street sides or formally nominated places 
throughout the City. Scrap collectors, many of them under-aged children, sift 
through the waste and collect sellable materials which are then sold to scrap 
dealers. A large part of the wet component is consumed by sheep and goats 
which are herded through the City frequently. The remainder is landfilled in 
poorly constructed or makeshift landfills which often cause groundwater contami-
nation. The untreated, exposed, and leaching waste represents an aesthetic, en-
vironmental, and health hazard as well as an overlooked energy source. Institut-
ing a waste management system to separate the different waste streams can be 
a source of job creation among the urban poor while capturing landfill gas and 
incineration can generate significant amounts of energy. However, gas capturing 
and incineration technologies are expensive, involve high maintenance and moni-
toring costs, and require high initial investment in equipment and training. Also, 
due to intensive re-use of wasted materials through scavenging, the remaining 
landfillable waste has particularly low calorfic value, rendering energy from waste 
an unviable option for the moment. 

 Energy from Farm Waste (Biogas Utilization): Another potential source of energy 
in lower elevation areas such as Kabul, Logar, Laghman, Herat, and Nangarhar 
provinces is methane captured from animal dung. Water is available in all of 
these areas while lower elevation allows year-around digestion of collected dung. 
There are currently about 100 biogas plants in the target provinces with plans to 
build more. Each biogas plant supplies 7 hours of gas per day for cooking, light-
ing, and ironing for about 20 people. High quality fertilizer is also produced as a 
by-product. The biogas plants are expensive to construct and only affordable for 
households that own sufficient livestock to generate the required amount of ma-
nure and have access to water. The plants are built based on a cost-recovery 
agreement with the beneficiary household. 
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and toward ecologically sustainable power provision. Micro power projects also have the 

potential of empowering the rural poor through direct engagement of community mem-

bers in the production process (see Box 2). 

There are a number of pilot projects and experiments to utilize energy from the sun, 

wind, and running water in Afghanistan and numerous other countries. The widespread 

use of solar panels by urban and rural households in Turkey and India since the early 

1980s, for example, can provide important clues as to the viability and practicality of a 

similar programs for Afghanistan. Institutionalization of alternative energy production is 

contingent on a significant expansion of these initiatives to move beyond the pilot or 

experimentation phase. International donors with expertise in these areas can provide 

monetary and in-kind assistance for further development and expansion of the alterna-

tive energy sector. 

Box 3. Energy Production and Consumption in Kabul 

Domestic heating has traditionally come from coal burning stoves, wood burning 
stoves, sawdust stoves, and diesel. During the years of conflict and instability the 
supply of coal and diesel became erratic and many consumers switched to the 
more available wood, sawdust, or imported LPG as their sources for heating and 
cooking. More recently, poorer households have been known to burn scavenged 
waste such as plastic bottles and bags for heat and cooking. Burnt at low heat, 
plastic materials generate high levels of particles and gases deleterious to the 
health of the users and the general public. Reliance on woodfuel as a main source 
of energy for domestic and commercial, e.g., baking, needs depletes the coun-
try’s already scarce woodlands while burning coal, particularly if done ineffi-
ciently, has significant pollution and health impacts. 

 The total demand for electricity in Kabul is estimated at 450 Megawatts while, 
since 2001, the supply on an ongoing basis has been closer to 170-180 Mega-
watts.20 Kabul’s electricity comes from three hydro dams: Naghlu (100 Mega-
watts), Mahi Par (66 Megawatts), and Sarobi (22 Megawatts). Because of the re-
cent drought, only the Naghlu dam has been operational all year round. There are 
also two power stations with gas turbine (45 Megawatts each) as well as a diesel-
powered generator. One of the two power stations was damaged beyond repair 
during the fighting in and around Kabul and has been used for its parts to main-
tain the functional power station. Electricity pricing is heavily subsidized: on aver-
age, the customers are charged 3 Afghanis per Kilowatt hour of electricity that 
costs 7.5 Afghanis to produce.21 Major projects are underway to complete the 
North East and the South East Power Systems as soon as possible. In April 2007 
a Presidential Decree (Number 14) approved the building of two coal-fired power 
stations for Kabul. It is not yet clear where the coal to fuel these power stations is 
to come from. 

 Kabul is incapable of meeting its energy needs due to a lack of generating capac-

20  As estimated by DABM officials interviewed in January 2007. 
21  DAMB official interviewed in early 2007 (Pers. Comm. 2007b). The World Bank estimate for the 
average cost of supplying electricity in Kabul is higher at about 10 Afghanis per kilo Watt hour 
while the cost recovery estimate is lower at about 2.5 Afghanis per kilo Watt hour (World Bank 
2006). 
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The energy harnessed through photovoltaic tiles, windmills, and micro hydro could be 

economically used to pump fresh water, purify wastewater, irrigate crops, refrigerate 

perishables, and provide light in homes. More advanced solar, incineration, micro hydro, 

and wind energy systems have the capacity to power tools and machinery in domestic 

and commercial rebuilding projects. Much of the technology for renewable energy will 

need to be imported with elaborate programs to train Afghans to install, maintain, and 

ultimately manufacture the necessary components for the equipment. Above all, what is 

required is commitment through policy to an integrated approach to energy provision, 

supported by the financial and human resources to meet the objectives of such a policy. 

But, a preliminary examination of Kabul’s energy system reveals that much ground 

needs to be covered, and quickly, to meet even the most basic energy needs in major 

population centers such as Kabul (see Box 3). 

ity and the badly damaged distribution network. There are difficulties in institut-
ing a cost recovery system on the account of the haphazard way in which power 
is distributed and consumed. In Kabul there are long-standing and unresolved 
issues around land titles. As a result, homes located in formal settlements around 
the City and entitled to legitimate contracts with DABM for their electricity supply 
often share their electricity with adjacent informal settlements that by law are not 
entitled to having their own contracts with DABM. 
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4. CONCLUSION AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

The physical damage to the power generation and distribution systems, the recent 

drought, the influx of returnees and rural dwellers to urban centers in search of security 

and jobs, and the rapid and widespread emergence of informal settlements in and 

around major urban centers such as Kabul have set in motion a “de-formalization” proc-

ess resulting in a serious loss of formal institutional capacity. Today, much of the power 

sector’s production and consumption is governed informally through micro arrange-

ments. There is a prevalence of micro generators powered by relatively expensive diesel 

and used to meet household and commercial needs, particularly in urban centers such 

as Kabul, while woodfuel consumption continues to increase at the expense of the more 

energy efficient and economical coal. In many urban centers such as Kabul the pre-

conflict generation capacity would not have been sufficient to meet the current excess 

demand resulting from the sharp increase in the City’s population. Rapid increase in ur-

ban population has also created an imbalance in cities that were least affected by the 

conflict. Jalalabad’s lack of capacity to meet the current demand for electricity is a case 

in point. 

Infrastructure has existed from time to time to provide energy through conventional 

means to parts of urban centers on a regular basis. However, the rural areas which are 

home to the vast majority of Afghanistan’s population have remained largely neglected 

by energy policy makers and left to fend for themselves through reliance on conven-

tional fuel sources such as wood and animal dung. With the onset of internal strife, es-

calated after the Soviet withdrawal and the fall of the Soviet-backed regime, the exist-

ing energy infrastructure came under increasing military assaults from all sides as a 

strategic target. Kabul’s energy provision infrastructure, powered by hydropower, natu-

ral gas, and coal almost entirely collapsed under constant attacks aimed at destroying 

infrastructure as a means to undermine whoever happened to be in control of the City. 

The loss of state control over coal and natural gas extraction was also an outcome of 

these developments. Without a major overhaul, what remains of Kabul’s distribution ca-

pacity is likely to be inadequate for accommodating the inflow of power even if the cur-

rent plans are successful in constructing power supply lines from Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, 

and Iran. 

Electricity generation for Kabul and other large population centers is contingent on Af-

ghanistan’s ability (and capacity) to secure steady and reliable sources of energy. Cur-

rently most of the domestic and commercial energy needs are met through burning fu-

elwood and imported petroleum products such as diesel and LPG. Despite having large 

deposits of oil, natural gas, and coal, abundant supply of solar energy (an average 300 
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days of sunshine per year) and ample wind adequate for capture through wind turbines, 

the bulk of the fuels for energy generation is imported. The extraction of coal falls under 

the umbrella of “Mining and Other Extractive Industries” as outlined in ANDS (2005:84). 

The extraction of coal is subject to the same legislative and policy decisions as gem-

stones and copper. In immediate terms, urban dwellers and urban business interests 

stand to gain more from extracting coal and natural gas for electricity production pur-

poses than the indirect, spin-off benefits expected to accrue from the medium to long-

term plans for developing the mining sector based on copper, oil, and other minerals. 

This is by no means a blind endorsement of coal as an energy source. As a fuel, coal 

releases the highest level of CO2 as well as SOx and NOx gases. Use of coal as a key 

fuel in energy generation, as implied in this paper, would thus need to be carefully as-

sessed and qualified in light of the adverse environmental impacts. Given the acute en-

ergy shortage and the availability of coal in the country, Afghanistan would stand to 

gain significantly from building coal-fired power stations to provide electricity to its un-

dersupplied cities and industries. Compared to China’s elaborate program to build one 

coal-fired power station per week over the next few years to meet its rapidly growing 

energy requirements, the pollution and climate change impact of a handful of power 

stations fired by high quality Afghan coal to provide the most basic level of service to 

Afghanistan’s population centers will be rather insignificant. Nevertheless, the discourse 

on energy provision has to come to terms with trade-offs that need to be made between 

social (including health), economic, and environmental considerations. In addition, deci-

sion making on trade-offs needs to be based on access to energy production technolo-

gies and the viability of their use in the Afghan context. 

Coal has not featured strongly in the Government’s strategy to develop the mining sec-

tor. The prioritization of the extraction of copper, precious stones, and as-yet-to-be 

quantified oil reserves has meant that coal has been largely neglected, despite its abun-

dance and usefulness for commercial and domestic heating and energy generation pur-

poses. Also, the legislative framework and the institutional arrangements aimed at fa-

cilitating the extraction and commercialization of minerals other than coal are not fully 

or necessarily suited to utilizing Afghanistan’s coal reserves: the market for Afghani-

stan’s coal is largely domestic, at least initially, while the market for copper and pre-

cious stones is likely to be almost exclusively foreign. This difference between the mar-

kets needs to be reflected in regulative and other measures taken by the Government to 

develop the mining sector and re-institute coal as a major domestic fuel. 

Coal mining was sufficiently developed during the period from the late 1970s to the late 

1980s to produce around 250,000 tons of coal per year on a regular basis (see Box 1). 
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During the 1980s the sector was state-owned and operated with assistance from Soviet 

technical experts. The fall of the Soviet-backed regime and the subsequent years of po-

litical turmoil had a devastating effect on the sector which lost much of its infrastructure 

to general neglect. Over the years the sector has experienced divestment in production 

equipment and technology, flight of national and foreign technical expertise, deteriorat-

ing working conditions, erosion of the domestic market, and the disappearance of state 

and legislative functions which governed mining. The control of some coalmines fell into 

the hands of local strongmen who have worked largely independently of national state 

authorities.22 

From a policymaking perspective the current state of the energy system represents a 

number of significant challenges and opportunities. 

 All high level policy announcements and documents underline the role of a viable 
and thriving private sector in energy provision as fundamental for a sustainable en-
ergy system. While consensus remains to be reached on this policy objective, there 
is general agreement that the current conditions in the energy sector, as in many 
others in the Afghan political economy, are perhaps best described as a “pre-
emerging market”.23 That is, conditions conducive to the emergence of a fledgling, 
formal private sector are not yet fully present. A key condition for formal private 
sector activity is the presence of enforceable measures and mechanisms that regu-
late the unregulated, informal, and fragmented energy market. Regulation in this 
broad sense includes subsidies and incentives to steer the activities of the energy 
suppliers toward more sustainable and endogenous sources of energy such as natu-
ral gas, coal, and renewable resources. 

 
 As an inseparable complement to regulating the supply, measures need to be taken 

to regulate the patterns of consumer behaviour and demand and to provide incen-
tives for switching to more sustainable energy sources and consumption habits. 
Specifically, every effort needs to be made to move consumers away from woodfuel 
to other, more plentiful or sustainable, sources of energy. Such efforts should range 
from straightforward awareness raising campaigns to changes in pricing mecha-
nisms. Guided change in consumer behaviour along these lines is a necessary com-
ponent of the foundation on which a re-instituted formal market for energy should 
be built. An innovative package of economic incentives, educational and public 

22  The most symbolic indicator of neglect of coal as a valuable asset is the underground coalmine 
fire in Samangan which has been burning for most of the last 20 years. The Dahne Tor mine is 
one of many deposits in the Dara-i-Suf coalfield. The Russian estimate for Dahne Tor is 10 million 
tons. Dara-i-Suf is one of Afghanistan’s largest seams, producing over 60,000 tons of coal annu-
ally – approximately 15 per cent of the country’s total output. Government authorities have de-
clared that the fire poses no danger to the communities living in close proximity to the mine or 
the workers working in adjacent mines. This claim has been contested by local communities and 
experts alike, who are worried about artisanal mines intersecting the old mine workings and pro-
viding additional air flow to the burning seam, a potentially disastrous prospect. For more infor-
mation, see “A Ticking Bomb in the North”, Institute for War and Peace Reporting, available at: 
http://iwpr.net/?p=arr&s=f&o=328653&apc_state=henparr, accessed on February 18, 2007. 
23  See Paterson and Blewett (2006) for a discussion and critique of privatization in Afghanistan. 
Also, in a recent ANDS Consultative Group meeting, an official from the Ministry of Water and En-
ergy stated categorically the Government planned to “commercialize” DABM. Asked if this meant 
privatization of DABM assets, the official answered “yes”. 
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awareness campaigns, and formal regulations can also be used to create fertile 
grounds for the commercialization of coal, natural gas, and renewable energy tech-
nologies to meet domestic demand. 

 
 More emphasis needs to be placed on coal and renewable sources such as solar en-

ergy. This emphasis needs to go above and beyond the economic and environ-
mental arguments: the provision of power through the conventional grid system fed 
by imported power from Tajikistan and Uzbekistan is vulnerable to a fragile trade 
environment and volatile market prices. In addition, centralized energy infrastruc-
ture such as the grid network, oil and gas pipelines, and dams are likely military 
targets for anti-government forces. Trucks full of coal or coal briquettes and micro 
scale solar tiles used in homes or by businesses are less likely targets and represent 
little or no risk of combustive volatility. 

 
 The segment of the population most likely to benefit from an integrated energy pol-

icy is the rural poor, since the proportion of household income spent on energy 
needs in rural areas is estimated at around 25% (ADB 2006:6). This hardship can 
be lessened by investing some of the proceeds from mining in the community. At 
least a portion of this revenue needs to be re-invested in the community to improve 
the working conditions, modernize the mines, build badly needed infrastructure 
such as roads, expand operations, provide training, and build community facilities. 
To illustrate, of the 1,400 Afghanis collected by Government officials from trucks 
carrying informally mined coal, nothing seems to be put directly back into the com-
munity or communities that live around the mines and supply the labor force. 
Safety is of grave concern, particularly in informal mining, while the roads to many 
of the mines are in desperate need of major repairs. 

 
 The rural poor will also stand to gain from increased use of micro technologies such 

as windmills and solar tiles. The costs of energy production from renewable sources 
are not directly subject to market price fluctuations as would be the case with fossil 
fuels. Also, because sustainable micro-production of energy depends on the avail-
ability of local technical expertise, it can be used as a means to increase the local 
skills base and engage the community in decision making. Such an outcome is con-
sistent with the stated “pro-poor” policy orientation of the Government of Afghani-
stan and the donor countries. 

 
 Urban areas are dogged by land-tenure issues and disorganized municipal manage-

ment systems which do not clearly delineate responsibilities in service provision. As 
a result, urban planning efforts are frustrated and major tasks such as the rebuild-
ing of the grid system or other service delivery infrastructure become very compli-
cated. Insufficient and inadequate infrastructure, in turn, prevents instituting an 
effective cost recovery mechanism for services provided. Land tenure issues are 
particularly detrimental to the wellbeing of the urban poor, the vast majority of 
whom reside in drastically under-serviced informal settlements. Building the urban 
energy infrastructure in Kabul, for example, cannot be effectively carried out with-
out resolving the land tenure issues since any proposed or actual new infrastructure 
in disputed areas is likely to be contested by a multiplicity of actors. In the mean-
time, however, the daily hardship experienced by the urban poor can be in part al-
leviated through micro energy generation programs, such as subsidized solar tiles, 
to help with domestic lighting and heating. In immediate terms, micro energy gen-
eration options in urban areas warrant closer attention as economically viable and 
environmentally sound short-term solutions. 

 
 The present day regulatory environment is not fully compatible with the conditions 

sought by the private sector to invest in Afghanistan’s rich mineral resources while 
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 the political and security environment sends mixed messages to the potential inves-
tors as far as the risks involved. In addition, the time estimates for bringing non-
energy mineral reserves on line and making them commercially viable range be-
tween 10 to 15 years, requiring billions of dollars in sunk costs for infrastructure 
development and structural reforms. An integrated approach to energy provision 
with a central focus on legally mined coal has important institutional implications for 
the commercialization of non-energy geological reserves such as gemstones and 
copper, both of which have tremendous potential in generating much needed reve-
nue for the government and creating the impetus for further industrialization of the 
Afghan economy. Developing the institutional capacity for the commercialization of 
coal will play an important role in defining the regulatory and structural parameters 
for the extraction and commercialization of other minerals such as gemstones and 
copper. 

 

 The current structural redevelopment trajectories in the minerals and power sectors 
as envisaged in numerous policy documents and donor statements appear to favor 
macro structural projects such as the development of the massive copper reserves, 
oil, and precious stones which, at best, offer medium-term benefits. While agree-
ments are being reached for the macro projects in the minerals and power sectors, 
steps can and should be taken to address the more immediate energy needs 
through micro and low cost options such as wind, solar tiles, and hydro power. In 
addition, the technologies required for switching to coal by commercial enterprises 
and households, or to produce briquettes, are low cost and have relatively short 
lead times as far as implementation. 

There is no question that the development and commercialization of Afghanistan’s 

abundant mineral resources should assume centre stage as a policy objective. However, 

as this paper has indicated, there are different ways and means of meeting this objec-

tive. More emphasis can and should be placed on mineral resources such as coal that 

have commercial value and meet urgent energy needs. Given the country’s dire and im-

mediate needs for reliable sources for domestic and commercial energy generation, it 

may be prudent to place a stronger emphasis on the country’s abundant coal and gas 

reserves, while exploring options for generating energy from alternative sources in the 

initial phases of developing Afghanistan’s mineral sector and designing a national en-

ergy strategy. 

This paper has provided a brief overview of Afghanistan’s energy sector and drawn at-

tention to coal and, to a lesser extent, natural gas and alternative energy sources. The 

main conclusion is that early adoption of an integrated energy policy offers a significant 

potential for simultaneous yielding of social, economic, environmental, and political 

benefits to the Government and the people of Afghanistan. The development of “sector 

strategies” as part of the ANDS process represents a good opportunity for drawing at-

tention to coal and the need for an integrated energy policy. Re-establishing coal pro-

duction and re-instituting domestic coal consumption can alleviate the immediate en-

ergy needs, particularly in urban centers with acute energy and fuel shortages. At the 

same time, supplementary means of power provision including solar tiles, wind turbines, 
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and energy from waste need to be more fully investigated and promoted through policy 

and various incentive packages. An integrated energy policy would also lay the institu-

tional foundation in terms of policy, regulations, and rights for developing the minerals 

sector in general. 
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